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The Florida Swimming Pool Association (FSPA) is a trade association for swimming pool contractors
and allied organizations such as manufacturers, distributors, related industry professionals and service
providers.
Throughout 2020 the pool industry stepped up to serve Floridians who were staying home and utilizing
their backyards more than ever. Interest in having a swimming pool soared, with a 23% increase in new
pool permits over the prior year, the largest single-year increase in more than a decade.
Simultaneously, manufacturing of equipment began seeing delays due to limits on personnel in
manufacturing facilities for compliance with social distancing protocols as well as longer delivery times
for overseas shipments.
In addition, the workforce of individuals who work in the swimming pool field is facing the same
challenges as other trades. Swimming pools are a product built by hand by many people and there is a
limited labor pool of qualified individuals.
The result of unforeseen demand, manufacturing delays and limited labor has resulted in a much longer
process for Florida homeowners wishing to build or renovate a swimming pool. It is common for a pool
builder to be scheduling new pool sales appointments several weeks or months in advance. Furthermore,
it could be six months or more before construction or remodeling work begins.
The FSPA encourages homeowners to do research when selecting a swimming pool contractor. The first
step should be to confirm the contractor is properly licensed by the state of Florida
(www.myfloridalicense.com). Secondly, be respectful of the external factors which will impact the
timeline of your swimming pool project.
The FSPA is thankful for a strong marketplace and optimistic that our members will meet the
expectations of their customers as we all continue to navigate these unusual times.
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Construction Process
• We are here to help you achieve your goals and we listen to
your concerns and ideas about your project. We take all of your
ideas and interests into consideration when helping you plan
your project.
• We propose a course of action to execute your project on time
and on budget. You will be able to make any changes that you
feel are necessary along the way.
• We put all agreements and commitments on the construction
process in writing in contract form.
• You deposit triggers commencement of our agreed upon plan.
Permits are obtained for all work to be completed by East Coast
Pools & Spas.
• East Coast Pools & Spas is the General Contractor and will be
the only contractor that you deal with during every stage of
construction of your project.

Construction Process
There are 12 steps to the pool construction phase. There are several inspections
throughout the process, as well. On average, construction time is 6 to 16 weeks from
the time we start to dig the pool until the final inspection is completed on your
pool. We make sure that the construction process is as pleasant as possible and we
always clean up job sites once work is complete.

Step 1: Ground clearing and boundary layouts of all specifications
Step 2: Excavation and steel grid system
Step 3: Gunite shell
Step 4: Dirt Removal
Step 5: Plumbing infrastructure
Step 6: Waterline and step tile work
Step 7: Paving, coping, and any rock work or special features Step
8: Electrical work
Step 9: Screen enclosure (if applicable)
Step 10: Interior finish (plaster)
Step 11: Final grading
Step 12: Pool School and Your Final Approval

Ground Clearing

All trees and shrubs in the build area are cleared.

Layout, Excavation, & Steel Grid

The steel grid system is the backbone of your new pool.

Gunite Shell Installation

Multi-stage gunite is applied over the steel grid system;
this cannot be rushed and must cure for 30 days.

Gunite Shell Installation

Gunite incorporates all design elements and special features
such as drains, lights, and housing for optional pool cover.

Plumbing Infrastructure

The plumbing infrastructure is installed for pool filtration,
fountains, and special features.

Plumbing Infrastructure

French drain systems, landscaping irrigation, and gutters also
connect to plumbing, as needed.

Waterline & Step Tile Work

Your tile selections will be applied to the waterline as well as
the steps, benches, and swim-outs, if you’ve so chosen.

Decking & Coping

Grading will be done in preparation for decking. This
customer chose to have precise, hand-cut pavers installed.
The pavers are installed around all edges and doorways.

Screen Enclosure & Special Features
If you’ve chosen to have a screen enclosure or any special
features like fountains or fire bowls, this is the point in the
process when they would be installed.

Interior Finish

A skilled “army” of technicians applies plaster and readies the
pool for the critical acid wash to follow.

Pool Cover

An optional, automated pool cover can be installed and
hidden in the deck. This cover helps retain heat and is an
added safety measure.

Outdoor Kitchen Area

An optional, outdoor kitchen area can also be installed to give
your patio even more functionality!

Your Dream Come True

We are determined to give you exactly what you’ve been
dreaming for! We will do a walkthrough with you to address
any concerns and to make sure that everything is exactly as
you’ve dreamed it would be. We will also schedule a Pool
School session with you to teach you how to take care of and
maintain your new pool and equipment.

SWIMMING POOL START-UP PROCEDURES
The pool finish will start to hydrate immediately after mixing, with most of the hydration taking place within the first 28 days. This critical time period is when a finish is most susceptible to staining,
scaling, and discoloration. Proper start-up procedures including timely brushing and constant monitoring and adjusting of the pool water is mandatory. The following recommended start-up method is
based on procedures shown to produce the best aesthetic results. Due to unique local water conditions and environmental factors, parts of these recommended start-up procedures may need to be
modified to protect the pool finish. For example: filling the pool with extremely low calcium hardness, low pH, or low total alkalinity levels may necessitate changes to these procedures. Brushing and
monitored chemical adjustments will be mandatory by the homeowner or a trained pool technician during the service life of any pool surface.

ALWAYS ADD A CHEMICAL TO WATER, NEVER ADD WATER TO THE CHEMICAL!
NO SALT SHOULD BE ADDED FOR 28 DAYS!
POOL FILLING DAY
Step 1: Make sure the filtration equipment is operational.
Step 2: Fill the pool to the middle of the skimmer or specified water level without interruption as rapidly as possible with clean, potable water to help prevent a bowl ring. Place a clean rag on the end
of the hose, always placed in the deepest area, to prevent damage to the surface material. Wheeled devices should not be used in the pool until after day 28.
Step 3: At no time should any person or pets be allowed in the pool during the fill. In order to prevent streaking, do not allow any external source of water to enter the pool. It is recommended that
you do not swim in the pool until the water is properly balanced.
Step 4: Test fill water for pH, alkalinity, calcium hardness, and metals. Record test results.
Step 5: Start the filtration equipment as soon as the pool is full to the middle of the skimmer or specified water level.
1st DAY – It’s vital to follow these steps in order PRIOR to proceeding to the next step!
Step 1: Test pH, alkalinity, calcium hardness, and metals. Record test results.
Step 2: High alkalinity should be adjusted to 80ppm using pre-diluted Muriatic Acid (31-33% Hydrochloric Acid). Always pre-dilute the acid by adding to a five-gallon bucket of pool water.
Step 3: Low alkalinity should be adjusted to 80ppm using Sodium Bicarbonate (baking soda).
Step 4: pH should be reduced to 7.2 to 7.6 by adding pre-diluted Muriatic Acid if the alkalinity is already 80-100ppm.
Step 5: Brush the entire pool surface area thoroughly to remove all plaster dust.
Step 6: Although optional, it is highly recommended to pre-dilute and add a quality sequestering agent using the recommended initial start-up dosage and then the recommended maintenance
dosage per the sequestering agent’s manufacturer.
Step 7: Operate filtration system continuously for a minimum of 72 hours.
2nd DAY
Step 1: Test pH, alkalinity, and calcium hardness. Record test results. Repeat steps of 1st Day EXCEPT Step 6.
Step 2: Once the alkalinity is adjusted to 80ppm and the pH is adjusted to 7.2 to 7.6, then adjust calcium hardness levels to a minimum of 150ppm. Caution: Adjustments requiring more than 20lbs of
CaCl should be pre-diluted and added in 10lbs increments – morning and afternoon.)
Step 3: Brush the entire pool surface area thoroughly to remove all plaster dust.
3rd DAY
Step 1: Test pH, alkalinity, and calcium hardness. Record test results. Repeat 1st Day Steps 1 through 6.
Step 2: Brush the entire pool surface area thoroughly to remove all plaster dust.
4th DAY THROUGH 28th DAY
Step 1: Test pH, CARBONATE alkalinity, and calcium hardness. Rest test results. Repeat 1st Day Steps 1 through 5 every day for 14 days to help prevent the scaling of the pool surface.
Step 2: On the 10th Day – If there is any plaster dust remaining, remove it using a brush pool vacuum; daily brushing is no longer necessary unless plaster dust is remaining.
Step 3: After the 4th Day – Calcium levels should be adjusted slowly over the 28-day period not to exceed 200ppm.
Step 4: After the 4th Day – Adjust Cyanuric Acid levels to 30 to 50ppm based on the primary sanitizer of the pool (pre-dissolve and add through the skimmer).
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NMLS# 42691
TXOCCC# 10929-47787
TX Branch ID# 1286451
TX-SML# 42691

877-754-5966
WWW.LYONFINANCIAL.NET

*Minimum credit score of 800 required for 6.99% APR with a maximum loan amount of $75,000. Rates will be higher for lower scores and loans up to $150,000. Available on approved credit, not all will qualify. Subject to change. APR may
differ based on loan purpose, amount, term, and credit profile. Conditions and limitations apply. Advertised rates and terms are subject to change without notice. Exact interest rate determined by credit profile.

ᵻ Monthly payment based on 6.99% APR. Minimum credit score of 800 required for 6.99% APR. Available on approved credit, not all will qualify. Subject to change. APR may differ based on loan purpose, amount, term, and credit profile.

Conditions and limitations apply. Advertised rates and terms are subject to change without notice. Exact interest rate determined by credit profile. Payment example: Monthly payments for a $50,000 loan at 6.99% APR with a term of 20
years would result in 240 monthly payments of $387.35.
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